If you know what you’re doing wrong, there’s hope for you.
If you don’t know what you’re doing wrong, you are lost.

Ronnie
As most of you reading this know by now,
Ronnie passed away on Friday 11th March
after a short but determined fight with
cancer.
When I heard he was ill, (having been
self-employed for most of my life and
knowing the anxieties of getting behind
schedule) I offered to help with the
current magazine. He was delighted and
grateful as he was very proud of the fact
that this was to be the 50th magazine and
he wanted it to be something special. I
imagined receiving instructions at his bedside or over the phone – “This is a really
interesting guy, read his stuff and I’ve got
some photos on the hard drive” or “this is
sh***, get it down to a couple of pages!”.
Instead, he has had to guide me from
somewhere else but it is still my intention
that I be invisible and this be Ronnie’s
magazine. I am indebted to all those who
turned over computers and stones and
interpreters and came to my rescue when
I called for extra material, information,
photographs, translations and, of course,
proof reading. I would try to name
everyone, but I’m too afraid of missing
someone, however, I do have to mention
in particular the faithful Aileen Mandiç
and the editorial board, Ben Morris.
The outpourings of appreciation,
gratitude, sorrow and determination to
continue what Ronnie began have taken
my breath away at times, especially when
my requests have fallen on the ears of
people who didn’t yet know he was ill.
There were 10 pages of tributes in text
alone, as you can imagine, many saying
similar things. These are to be posted in
full on the Tai Chi Caledonia website so
I sincerely hope the edits in the following
pages will not cause offence. It has been
hard for everyone but, at the same time, as
Bob Lowey says, kind of therapeutic.
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Dominique Robin (France)

Faye & Tary Yip

Ronnie is and will always be one of the
Three Scottish Treasures in my tai chi
and qigong landscape. I had the honour
to meet him many times in Jasnières and
to be introduced to Qigong by him with
the Wild Goose in Denmark during the
European Tai Chi competion.
His high experience in pushing hands and
his graceful practice of qigong was so enjoyable. His last performance in Jasnières
was just fantastic.
Last time I’ve seen Ronnie I discovered
what a great cook he was too. It was just
before Chrismas 2014 in Glasgow, I could
not imagine it was last time I would have
seen him.
We’ll all miss you Mr Robinson. I feel
blessed I could meet you in this life.

We are greatly saddened to hear that
our good friend, Ronnie Robinson has
passed away. We have known Ronnie
for more than 20 years, through the
years his dedication and tireless effort in
promoting Tai Chi and Qigong in the UK
and Europe inspired many teachers and
practitioners.
Tai Chi Caledonia has provided a fantastic
platform for world famous Tai Chi
Teachers and rising talents in the field
to reach out to enthusiasts all over the
world, bringing Tai Chi & Qigong family
together without borders. This could not
have been achieved without Ronnie’s
fantastic organising acumen, great people
skill and sheer dedication.
May you rest in peace, our friend and
enjoy a happy afterlife in the Garden of
Eden and in the arms of God.
Greatest respects from our hearts.

Severino Maistrello
I met Ronnie in 2008, of course at a Tai
Chi meeting. Since that day and during
the many years of our friendship and collaboration, I have come to learn that
he was not only a great professional and
lover of our discipline, but also and
mostly a great person. And even if we are
all moved by his loss, we can find
comfort in thinking that his strength and
his passion will always remain in our
memories and in our hearts, as well as in
all his important and remarkable work.
Scott Chaplowe
“I first met and got to know Ronnie at RJ,
playing tai chi on the grass, singing
along with Bob, and trading stories and
jokes. His knowledge of tai chi and
amazing networking skills for the tai chi
community will be missed. Indeed, he
will be missed in many ways because he
developed meaningful relationships with
people, and I feel lucky to have stumbled
into the web.”
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Yes he actually practised taiji too!

Claudy Jeanmougin
J’ai connu Ronnie lors de ma première
prestation à Tai chi Calédonia, au campus
de l’université de Stirling, il y a plus de
quinze ans. Puis, de nombreuses fois nos
voies se sont croisées aussi bien à Taichi
Caledonia qu’aux Rencontres Jasnières et
à Tai-Chi Tcho à La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Je me souviens d’un être très affairé sans
la moindre seconde de repos. Tout son
temps était consacré à la revue dont
parlera Dan et aux disciplines internes
chinoises d’une manière plus générale. Je
partageais à son égard la même sympathie
que celle que je voue encore à Bob Lowey.
D’un abord très facile, il n’était pas
toujours évident de le comprendre du fait
d’un fort accent écossais. C’était à un
tel point que des participants à Tai-Chi
Tcho s’étaient plaints auprès des
organisateurs de l’événement. Quand
Ronnie fut mis au fait de ce désagrément,
sa réaction fut d’animer l’atelier suivant
dans le plus grand silence. Puisqu’on ne
comprenait pas ce qu’il disait alors il était
inutile qu’il parle.
Vous aurez compris que Ronnie ne
manquait pas d’humour. Et bien je
garderai de cet homme le souvenir d’un
être joyeux, avenant et prêt à tout pour
aider son entourage.
Qu’il repose en paix.

Serge Dreyer, Taiwan
When I met Ronnie for the first time in
the Rencontres Jasnières I didn’t realize
he was a factory of energy walking on two
legs. I’ve have met all kind of people by
organizing the RJ but few have been so
dedicated to making people of all walks of
life get together in Europe around their
common passion, taiji quan and qigong.
I don’t think any federation has
granted him a diploma certifying him
as a “master”, a title which make so
many teachers of taiji quan and qigong
desperately want. He will not need this
diploma where he is now but he has
something much more precious, our
recognition and affection.
Some of you probably know this joke:
“Ever wonder why there’s a stairway to
heaven but a highway to hell. More traffic
on hell”.
We’ll, I’m pretty sure that Ronnie is not
bothered by traffic.

Cornelia Gruber

Isabelle Boitière
With Ronnie, the communication was
not so easy, because as he told me once
“sorry I forgot you don’t speak Scottish
!” Nevertheless, we share the same
passions, so many good memories, so
many Jasnières, Caledonia, Tai-Chi Tcho,
competitions...
Despite his high level of practice, he never
behaved like a proud master, but rather
like joker child, and I appreciate the most
his sense of humor (Scottish humor !).
Cornelia said he’s still making jokes. I’m
not surprised !
I wish him farewell, and wait for us. I
hope we’ll do some tuishou in paradise!

Ronnie and I have been crossing paths all
over Europe since the late nineties . He
has been one of my joys that come with
family meetings, be it at the occasion of
a forum, of a competition or of any taiji/
qigong gathering.
At all of those meetings Ronnie was
always full of ideas and intiatives feeding
into the European Taiji scene. His total
commitment to the art and the way he
expressed it through the careful editing
of the Tai Chi magazine and the fabulous
organisation of Tai Chi Caledonia as well
as his very important input in the TCFE
made him a key figure in the European
Taiji and Qigong circle.
He impressed me again and again with his
strong character and the way he was just
himself at all times. Ronnie was always
Ronnie - no playing phoney games. He was
true to himself in his fights as well as in
his love - he dedicated to each a proper
time. Every time I was one of his fighting
partners we found our way back to our
underlying loving friendship in a short
time.
In the last few days of his life I visited a
very tired Ronnie, aware of his terminal
condition and still: he was himself with a
joke, with a smile on the photos we took
together but also with a very transparent
tenderness. It is that tenderness of his that
touched me deeply.

Thank You,
Ronnie

Franziska Rüscher
I met Ronnie in August 2011 at North Sea
Taichi Festival. From this time on he was
a very good friend.
In his circle of friends, we often laughed
about his habit of forgeting important
things everywhere. On one of his travels
he forgot his passport on the train, he
forgot his laptop on the plane, leaving his
camera on the shore of a mountain lake ...
and then he laughed at himself.
When I visited Ronnie in January 2016, I
felt that I would never meet him again in
this body. To say goodbye is one thing,
goodbye forever another.
While leaving the hospital feelings arise
like being lonely, letting go, to let it be,
but also thoughts about dying, death and
what happens afterwards. All the material
things suddenly fade in the face of death.
The present moment is big, the veil to the
other side transparent. Love remains ...
and memories. Ronnie is gone his last way
very upright - with a Scottish braveheart.
May he be free.
Whether dancing with Cornelia (above left)
or pushing hands (!) with Franziska (above
right) there was always time a laugh.
Below: Cally from the early days to the
later days.
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Thirty
Five
Years of
Ronnie
Bob Lowey
My first encounter with Ronnie was
through his self published “Essence of
Tai Chi Chuan” provided by his then
teacher Larry Butler, whom I sought out
in Glasgow for further teaching when I
returned from abroad.
Larry spoke of him as a shrewd
businessman who had organised health
festivals and who also taught Taiji. When
we eventually met, my first impressions
were one of an abrupt pain in the butt that
needs sorting out!
We met on several other occasions
thereafter, mainly at workshops organised
by Larry, and “clicked” at one in particular
– the Lawrence Galante workshop in
Glasgow. Ronnie’s sardonic perspective of
the chap had me in stitches after the event
and I thought yep – we have the same
sense of humour.
Years went past with much collaboration
in events – in ways you don’t expect
– he had me as a bloody detective come
bodyguard at a few of his “Connections
Festivals” – unpaid I may add! And I’m
not even going into what some of you
poor sods ate in the early years of Tai Chi
Caledonia.
The Birth of Caledonia
Tai Chi Caledonia came about after I
had a meeting with old “moneybags”
Robinson (He did have shrewd business
sense). Both of us had accrued around 20
years’ experience in the organisation of
public events – Ronnie with Taiji / health
workshops and Connections Festivals,
and I with Taijiquan / Qigong workshops
and Martial Arts Showcases.
Following talks with Serge Dryer in
France regarding the influence of drawing
together Taijiquan events through Europe,
I had the idea of a similar type of event
in Scotland. This I discussed with Ronnie
– the financial backer (did I mention he
was a shrewd businessman?) as we had
to invest in the hire of a venue and many
other costly arrangements.
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The first event was held at a military camp
in Aviemore that was very extreme in all
aspects with four seasons appearing in
one day. Ronnie and I wondered where
we could get the cheapest food to feed the
participants, the cheapest beers and yet
make it a success.
We had several other venues for Tai
Chi Caledonia with many laughs at the
predicaments we ended up in, including
organising on the wing, rushed excuses
when there was something we had
forgotten (with the blame going to
the venue), and what we put our poor
participants through (though they seemed
to take it in their stride!)
TCUGB
During this period I took Ronnie to
Rencontres Jasnieres where I believe he
really found his niche in the Taiji world
in mixing and networking with other
teachers. We also had Ronnie’s acceptance
of joining the TCUGB, and the post of
editor of the TCUGB Magazine following
Robin Johnstone (the previous editor)
moving to Canada. Ronnie already had
the skills and had close ties with Linda
Chase Broda, Taiji Teacher and editor of
“Cahoots” magazine.
Our travels to London in the early days
of the TCUGB were an adventure.
On one occasion, Ronnie had booked
the Hilton hotel near the houses of
Parliament. He taught Taiji in the Hilton
hotels in Glasgow and got the rooms
for 20% off. However, on our arrival, it
was only one room with two single beds
joined together! Needless to say, Ronnie
freaked out and sent me to complain.
Unfortunately, the hotel was fully booked
and all they could do was pile all the

furniture in the room like a barricade
between the two beds!
Having arrived in London with over two
hundred magazines for distribution at
the Executive Committee Meeting, we
carried them through the city from our
hotel, stopping in Hyde Park for some
practice on the way – at least I practiced,
he watched the women joggers.
We maintained our close friendship but I
handed my Tai Chi Caledonia reins over
to Ronnie many years ago and watched it
grow spectacularly under his management.
Music
He had an extensive knowledge of
contemporary and folk music. He loved
Van Morrison and Bob Dylan and had an
encyclopaedic knowledge of musicians,
songs and lyrics of the time.
The last concert was Crosby, Stills and
Nash in Glasgow in September last year.
At the end of a magnificent set, Stephen
Stills threw his plectrum across the
floor as the band went off stage. Ronnie
shouted at the roadies on stage to pick up
the plectrum for his son and continued to
do so until he successfully acquired it with
an accompanying beaming smile!
There are many more tales I could tell
of our 35 years or so of camaraderie
throughout which time, he taught me
how and how not to tolerate certain
individuals, to be less trusting, and how to
swear appropriately with correct timing!
Watching him lose his battle with the
insidious disease of cancer has been
heartbreaking and I was glad to have
been asked to write this as I found it very
therapeutic.
Finally, my only fear is, what has he been
scheming and with whom in the next world!

Brothers separated, and
Ronnie took the helm, luckily
Bob managed to remain, with
his music, his classes and his
jokes. To me the two of them
have been always equally
important for the balance of
the event.
For Tai Chi Caledonia,
Ronnie had clear goals:
first, he wanted Taijiquan
and Qigong to spread and
become recognised; second,
he wanted to enhance the
technical quality via qualified
teachers; third, he wanted to
foster exchange of knowledge
among practitioners. In order
to do that, he started inviting
a little group of teachers he
had met in France, and this
way the first edition of Tai
Chi Caledonia was born. It
was 1996, the location was
Rothiemurchus Lodge, close to
Aviemore, in the Highlands, in
an old Royal Air Force refuge
lost in a huge park, in wooden
chalets.
The following year the event
took place in Castle Toward, in
Dunoon, where we had a complete
Castle at our disposal, big greens
and an amazing sea view. We finally
landed in Stirling, in the prestigious
frame of Stirling University
Campus, which really worked fine
for Caledonia. Being directly under
the Braveheart Memorial contributed
to the magical fascination of the venue,
and the European martial community
loved to be there, wanted to come back
again. As soon as money was available,
Ronnie invited teachers from the States
and abroad, and Callie (as “veterans” call
Caledonia) became truly international.

Ronnie
Robinson,
Caledonia’s
Wizard
Luigi Zanini
I would like to remember here Ronnie the
way I knew him, the way I lived the Tai
Chi Caledonia experience, starting from
the first edition until the twentieth.
We met twenty years ago. Ronnie was
teaching Qigong, he had just opened his
own company, Chiron, and started his
new career as a teacher in Qigong and
Taijiquan and selling books. When the
Caledonia project started, we were in the
mid ‘90s. There was no email, only fax.
Mails and telegrams were made of paper,
and global communication was one way:
television. Mobile phones were few and
expensive, and you could only talk or
message. It was a much less connected
world. To start a new business project,
you had to be a real pioneer, investing
youself, money and work, ready to go
forward no matter what, against all odds.
In the Beginning
In the beginning Caledonia had two
souls, one yin and one yang: one was Bob
Lowey, the man of music, of laughter,
of confidence. The other was Ronnie,
the man of numbers, organisation and
decisions. Even when the Caledonia

Performing
Years passed and the 2008 edition was
one of the most brilliant: the mayor of
Stirling asked Caledonia’s teachers to
perform in the courtyard of the Castle,
for the entertainment of the tourists.
People liked and supported the event,
and numbers grew. In 2015 twenty years
are gone, and Ronnie knows that this
edition must be top notch, there must
be investments, a real theatre gala, with a
professional organisation behind it. The
project goes on stage, small details do not
work in the last minute, but the spirit of
Caledonia brings the atmosphere beyond
expectations. Everybody was very excited
to be there, and still the same genuine
feeling of happiness and gratitude for all
we exchanged. And then… fish and chips!
Ronnie knew that this event was a mix of
three basic elements: common sense in
the organization (“make it easy”, relaxed

style), taking care of the social aspect,
make the best out of staying together,
and the best possible quality of tuition.
But the secret component of the soup,
which gave taste and flavour to every day,
was invariably the spontaneous Tuishou
sessions in the evening, the nights in the
chalets, beer in a hand and chatting all
night, making new friends, discovering the
sweet, “vintage” portrait of lady Gerda
Geddes, pioneer of taijiquan in UK, who
studied in China, when China was closed
and far away. Add dances, music, Chinese
dinners, ceilidh, pipes, highlands and
whiskey, then you have the whole picture.
Tai Chi Caledonia has been an incredible
laboratory for interpersonal alchemy.
It was a protected ambience, where
relationships could develop and barriers
could be removed. People arrived alone
and isolated, but often shared tears
one week later leaving Stirling. We
witnessed the birth of new families, new
professionals started their careers. Callie
has literally saved lives in subtle ways,
when people thought they were lost.
I owe Ronnie the possibility of teaching in
Scotland, but also - even more important
- of meeting some great teachers.
Generous
Ronnie has been generous to me many
times. In 2001, just after the Twin Towers,
I had no job. Ronnie organized a two day
event in Glasgow for me that allowed me
to keep on going. Years later, Ronnie rung
me up in Italy and asked: “do you like
Leonard Cohen?” and that year I was in
Edimburgh castle at a fantastic concert.
Even when he was exhausted, he took the
plane and spent a week with us, cycling
through the country side of Vicenza, or in
the Alps, walking through forests.
Fishermen
I discovered that Ronnie was born into
a fishing family. Now I understand his
passion for Venice, since he started
teaching at “Aquavenice”. There he found
the right place for his melancholic sea
spirit. Also his determination, that often
bordered on stubbornness, was typical of
a fisherman that never loses his prey. And
he never lost his grip, even in the last days.
Now, Ronnie has carried out and washed
ashore the biggest fish of his life, a bit like
Hemingway’s old man of the sea. To me,
his two fishes are Tai Chi Caledonia and
his son, Paul.
What could I now wish for you, my
dear friend? A serene transition for your
soul to your next life, perhaps a lot of
chitchat over there with Chan Sanfeng,
Lao Tsu and all old wise Qigong masters.
Sure, they will be amazed to know what
you have been able to realize here with
Taijiquan and Qigong, for the good of so
many people. Yes, a nice daoist way to
become an Immortal, by the way.
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Ronn
Tea
Alisdair Scott
I got to know Ronnie extremely well and
we often travelled together to events in
Europe. As well as having the privilege
of meeting some of the many wonderful
friends in various countries he had made
on his travels, this has given me an insight
into how he worked.
Ronnie was keenly aware that there
was something special about Tai Chi
Caledonia. Klaus Engelaender, a regular
participant in many European events said
it was because “You care”. This was an
attitude Ronnie instilled in the Cally team
in order to make people feel welcome.
Ronnie was never standing still, always
seeking to improve. When travelling we
would discuss the events we had just
attended to identify any ideas that would
benefit Cally. Ronnie’s flight time was
equally divided between this, editing
photos and videos and speaking to the
passenger next to him. Especially if this
happened to be an attractive female.
For Ronnie the peak of Tai Chi Caledonia
was last year’s 20th anniversary event
with its Saturday night gala. His idea
was to combine Scottish and Chinese
culture in illustrating the progression
of taiji and internal arts: from warmups
through to applications and involving
all styles with participants of the highest
calibre. Going by the feedback, he
achieved this spectacularly. Perhaps
even more significant was the goodwill
exhibited by many of these participants
who just wanted to give of their time to
support both the event and Ronnie (not
necessarily in that order!). Also very telling
was the financial backing received from
ordinary taiji players and some unexpected
sources who knew what Tai Chi Caledonia
was all about. Disappointingly, from
these people’s perspective as well as all
involved, none was forthcoming from the
most obvious source.
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Ronnie always sought to promote taiji and
qigong as widely as possible. In doing so,
he recognised that most practitioners do
not involve themselves in competition.
Therefore, the successful promotion and
support for these arts as a whole, rather
than just one albeit important aspect of
them, required this same recognition. It
concerned him greatly that this was sadly
lacking in certain quarters. He saw it as
imperative for the future of the art that all
players should be afforded equal support
and opportunity.
The Boy
Through all these years one other
constant subject in discourse with Ronnie
was his son, Paul. The Boy. I received
regular updates on his latest achievement
or stupid idea with equal enthusiasm!
This culminated a couple of years ago in
The Road Trip To Jasnieres when Ronnie
and I shared the driving and Paul tried to
get shotgun before whichever driver was
off duty. We stayed in one of the mobile
homes on the campsite. Ronnie thought

With Stewart, Karen, Audrey and Alison.
What’s the joke?

that the couple in the home opposite
thought we were a gay couple with our
surrogate son. Paul joined in, complaining
to his dad and his “other dad” that,
amongst other things, he was getting
bullied at school because he had two dads
and no mum!
As well as Jasnieres, Paul attended the last
three Callies and it is evident why his dad
(his real one) was so proud of him. It is
just so sad that Ronnie’s wish to see Paul
turn eighteen did not come true. Mind
youthat was probably just so he could get
The Boy to buy him a drink!
We all have our own special memory of
Ronnie but I’m sure many will be of him
standing before a crowd of us, crumpled
Rohan trousers often seeming just about
an inch too long, making one of his
famous announcements.
I was very proud when he introduced
me at last year’s Cally as his “very good
friend”. He was certainly mine and his
absence leaves a big hole in my life.

nie’s
am
Karen Limb
An open book to some, an enigma to
others, he would always tell it like it is, no
messing! Not one to let his occasional
frustrations with organisations and others
get him down, he would always seek to get
the desired result no matter the circuitous
route it would entail.
He had seemingly limitless energy and
drive, and as such was a supreme multitasker. When working on his own
three books and DVDs he would also
be helping others with theirs. All the
while continuing to produce the Tai Chi
Chuan and Oriental Arts Magazine to an
incredibly high standard.
His beautiful tai chi photographs have
graced many publications, his nature
and landscape photographs would
similarly not look out of place in printed
publications as well as on the internet.
He even turned his hand to wedding
photographs, quite successfully! He
would probably be proudest however
of his simple family and friend photos.
In later years he also developed a keen
interest in working with wood. Some of
his work he would use about the house
other pieces he would delight in simply as
“objects”.
He played a huge role in helping to
develop the alternative health scene
in Scotland with his good friend Ian
Holland. Many, many connections
and life-long friendships were formed
bringing like-minded people together to
exchange ideas and concepts. He saw no
reason why people of different holistic
backgrounds shouldn’t be able to bounce
ideas of each other.
His approach to tai chi was in many ways
very similar. He was not in the least bit
precious about his tai chi. It didn’t matter
to him what style or background you
came from, if he could help to improve
or clarify things for you then he was
only too happy to help. This attitude is
probably one of the many reasons why
Tai Chi Caledonia has become one of
the most internationally respected tai chi

events today. His own tai chi and qigong
were quite simply beautiful to watch and
his own willingness to learn new forms a
constant reminder that we are never done
learning in life.
The Collins Dictionary definition of
Friend is “a person known well to another
and regarded with liking, affection and
loyalty”. If you can apply this definition
to your relationship with Ronnie, then you
have been blessed, as indeed was he.
No more announcements Ronnie, no
more issuing of orders, time to rest. Rest
well and rest long. Take some time to
settle in before you start organising the
great upstairs.

Heather Budge
Whenever he looked at me, I felt like a
rabbit in the headlights. Transfixed to the
spot, the thoughts would race through my
mind. “Am I standing properly? Are my
shoulders down? Where is my weight? Am
I looking in the right direction?”…Am I
relaxed? Few students would answer ‘yes’
to the last question when this teacher of
such stature, caught you in his gaze.
I had been a pupil of Ronnie Robinsons
for about a year before attending my first
Tai Chi Caledonia. I joined a 45 minute
class of novices run by Bob Lowe. To get
an idea of everyone’s level, Bob asked us
to begin by just doing a little bit of the
form we were learning. At one point, he

pulled me out in front of the class saying,
“That’s good. Do that move again.” I
obliged. “Who’s your teacher?” he asked.
“Ronnie.” I squeaked. “Oh, Christ! That
explains it,” he said.
Ronnie had an inner spirituality that loved
nature and the outdoors. His mind was
lucid, analytical, inventive and intuitive.
A man of many eclectic interests from
cooking to photography, technology,
music and current affairs, his impressive
knowledge and constant interest and
appetite for continual learning, along with
a wonderful, Aberdonian grown, sense
of humour, made him good company,
a vibrant conversationalist and an
impassioned writer.
Of course, we all know of the huge
achievements Ronnie’s advanced
expertise, deep understanding and endless
endeavours have made in the Tai Chi
world. He was also a modest, highly
respected teacher and, rather like Chen
Man Ching, taught Tai Chi as a Tao, a
way of life, but in a realistic, modern, very
practical and down to earth fashion.
A consummate professional and
good judge of character who did not
suffer fools, he could be patient and
understanding with plenty of amusing
anecdotes.
However, he did not lavish praise. If you
didn’t hear from him you knew you were
doing ok, because you certainly heard if
you weren’t! “Well, it’s not entirely mince”
was praise indeed.
From the American film “It’s a Wonderful
Life” (Ronnie’s Christmas Favourite) we
learn that one life touches so many others.
Never truer than with regard to Ronnie
Robinson, who influenced, inspired and
gave a new, healthier lease of life to a
multitude of students, myself included.
The Tai Chi night will be long and dark
without him, we must use our many
happy memories to pull us through.

Planning and posing with David
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Alison Gardiner
If it weren’t for John Johnston, Ronnie
Robinson and T’ai Chi, who knows what
I would be doing now. They boosted
my confidence when it was rock-bottom
and helped my life and career to take a
completely different path.
Yes Ronnie could be grumpy, yes his
propensity for changing arrangements at
the last minute drove me nuts but he was
also funny, caring, generous, sensitive
and, dare I say it, really rather humble.
When he was in hospital he expressed
amazement at all the cards and good
wishes he received. I think he would
be totally overwhelmed by the feelings
of love and admiration that have been
expressed for him over the last few weeks.
One of the things I admired most in
Ronnie as a teacher was his enthusiasm
for his students working with other
people. Some instructors say “it’s my way
or the highway”.
That was so not Ronnie.
He was always trying to develop his own
skills and encouraged us to do the same.
His energy and enthusiasm has been
inspiring and the T’ai Chi community
owes him a great debt..
His legacy will live on, not only in his
beloved son Paul and step-daughters
Hannah and Nellie, but also in his
students and their students and in the
many deep friendships that have been
made in his classes and at Caledonia.
Rest easy Ronnie and thank you for being
you.
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Above: Shibashi, what else?
Left: Building snowmen in
Helmut and Tamara’s garden

Helmut Oberlack
We met at a large pan-European Taiji
and Qigong convention in Hungary, just
before the end of the last millennium.
I was there to represent the German
Taijiquan and Qigong Network, he was
there because he was involved in the Tai
Chi Union. It didn’t take long for us to
click.
Ronnie had the gift of getting on well
with people, and people warmed to
him quickly. In 2000 I invited him to a
convention hosted by the Taijiquan and
Qigong Network in Germany. Gabi was
working in the Network’s office at the
time, – and not long after, the Taijiquan
and Qigong Network had to find a new
person to run the office…
Thus Ronnie acquired two stepchildren,
and a little later he and Gabi also had a
child together. He loved being a stepdad
and a dad, and he put a lot of energy
into these roles.

Ronnie and I kept in touch as we were
both editors of magazines about Taijiquan
and Qigong. I can’t tell you how many
photos he contributed from his massive
archive. That was just what he did.
I have fond memories of his stays with
Tamara and me. One winter he brought
Paul with him. It was a proper winter, and
the two had a wonderful time building a
snowman in our garden.
Of course Tamara and I also went on
several trips to Tai Chi Caledonia. For
us it was always the best type of Taiji
meetings: the great instructors, the relaxed
atmosphere, the lovely Scots, and it was
also always a great opportunity to catch
up with Ronnie.
With Ronnie’s passing the Taiji and
Qigong community in Europe has lost
the person who held us all together. And
I personally have lost a good friend.
Ronnie, you’ll always stay in our hearts

TCUGB Chairman
Dan Docherty
Ronnie came from a family of fishermen
who worked the North Sea trawlers out
of Aberdeen, but the jobs on the trawlers
were lost so he went another way.
He took up Tai Chi in the early 80s with
Larry Butler and later studied Qigong
with Michael Tse. He became a proficient and respected teacher. Ronnie also
learned sword and pushing hands with Ian
Cameron and assisted in the production
of Ian’s first books. Ronnie himself did
two books on Tai Chi which were well
received.
We met for the first time in Glasgow in
1984 but I only really got to know him
when, with Bob Lowey’s introduction,
he joined the Tai Chi Union about 1993.
He took over the editorship of the Tai
Chi Union magazine, making it the best
magazine of its kind internationally. He
took over the Tai Chi Union Secretary
job. Then his students, Karen Limb and
John Johnson took over as Treasurer
and Webmaster respectively while Aileen
Mandic later took over from Karen; the
integrity and competence they have shown
reflects great credit on Ronnie.
When I was organizing the 2nd European
Taiji & Qigong Congress Forum in Hungary in 1997 on behalf of the Taijiquan &
Qigong Federation for Europe, he was of
great assistance and ended up as Secretary
of the TCFE too, a post he held till last
year when he was elected Chairman.
In the more than 30 years I have known
Ronnnie, in his Tai Chi Union work, his
dedication to the ideals of the Taijiquan
& Qigong Federation for Europe, his
editorship of the best international Tai
Chi magazine, his development of Tai Chi
Caledonia from ground zero to one of
the top international Chinese internal arts
events and in so many other ways, he has
made a major and lasting contribution to
the Chinese internal arts community.
As well as teaching, Ronnie ran a popular
mail order book and DVD business. Filled
with enthusiasm for the European ideal,
Ronnie and Helmut Oberlack launched
a quality European Chinese Internal Arts
magazine; it was an excellent concept, but
it didn’t work out. More recently he set up
Taiji Europa with his German friend, Nils
Klug . This successful Chinese Internal
Arts web archive for photos and info is
also a publishing house.
I saw Ronnie and his son, Paul at Tai Chi
Caledonia last year. It was evident Ronnie
was very proud of his boy. If Paul ever
reads this, he will know he has a dad he
can be proud of too.

Best buddies: Top, larking around with Barry
McGinlay, Left: acknowledging the applause
for the gala last summer, with Bob Lowey,
Above: with Nils Klug, following a video shoot
Below: Larry Butler read this poem, dedicated
to Ronnie, at Ronnie’s funeral

Push Hands
after William Stafford
i.m. Ronnie Robinson
In this short routine training for death
we neutralise fear – balance for life.
To know your partner’s intention before it happens,
hands feel the full and empty of the other,
letting go letting go letting go bit by bit
into the sea of language without words –
the deep blue where you catch all sorts of fish,
where all human contacts are romance of a kind.
When someone pushes, you are in the game of loving:
I act you respond, you act I respond –
when you move I move first – we become one
with the action, never blocking no resistance.
Nothing to push against: no conflict, that’s tai-chi,
yin and yang making the magic of being together.
Larry Butler
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